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You've seen them on billboards, tv
commercials, newspaper and internet ads:
businesses claiming virtue by appearing to
lighten their environmental impact. "Going
green" may be the new trend but how can
you discern genuine sustainable action from
PR pranks? How can you tell which
companies are walking the talk and which
are just trying to open our wallets?
I've been writing about greenwash for years.
It really irks me that the huge industries like
the bottled water industry and consumer
products try to portray themselves as
environmentally responsible in order to
overstate environmental benefits or, in worse
cases, misrepresent, mislead, diminish, or
divert
attention
from
environmental
wrongdoing. And now, these large
advertisers even have a media company,
CBS and their "Eco-Ads" to help them
confuse consumers even more. So, I was
thrilled to be asked to participate in an event
next Thursday: The Red Flags of
Greenwashing: A Regenerating Solutions
Salon which seeks to answer those questions.
I am fortunate enough to be speaking along
side Ali Geering-Kline of the Center for
Environmental Health and here are the
highlights:
What is greenwashing? The definition of
greenwash which I like is:

Greenwash refers to efforts by companies to
portray themselves as environmentally
responsible
in
order
to
overstate
environmental benefits or misrepresent,
mislead, diminish, or divert attention from
environmental wrongdoing.
There are many ways in which businesses
greenwash,
ranging
from
mild
miscommunication
to
flagrant
misrepresentation of facts. The fact that many
companies accused of greenwashing
actually engage in credible, valuable green
practices further complicates things. As part
of normal business operations, these
companies may promote a variety of green
practices. And while some may criticize
these companies for saving the company lots
of money in the process, that doesn't bother
me at all. Those practices good for the
environment and that's a good thing. To
learn more about what exactly constitutes
greenwash check out TerraChoice's Sins of
Greenwashing Study or the Greenpeace
Greenwash Criteria.
If they are doing good things, why shouldn't
a company talk about their green practices?
It's all well and good for companies to tout
their environmental practices, but unless
those practices are affirmatively good for the
environment, that should not be the focus of
the messaging. Greenwashing is about
consumer marketing and positioning,
because this is where the greenwash occurs.

When companies claim greenness and then
exaggerate
and
misrepresent
their
environmental achievements or continue to
promote activities that are actually harmful to
the environment, they are misusing their
environmental achievements to deliberately
confuse consumers.
How can I avoid greenwashing in my
business? Here are two questions to ask
yourself if you're ever in doubt:
- Is my industry inherently polluting or
unsustainable?
- Do any of the trade groups I belong to
lobby
against
pending
or
current
environmental laws and regulations?
If the answer to either of these questions is
"yes," then it's unwise to position your
business as green. To decide whether you
can position a particular product or service
as green, ask yourself these questions about
your marketing:
- Does it exaggerate an environmental
achievement in order to divert attention
away from an environmental problem?
- Does it focus on one environmental
achievement but conceal other environmental
impacts?
- Does it tout environmental achievements
that are required or mandated by existing
laws?
- Is it impossible to
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- If you use a third-party certification or ecolabel to promote your business, does it have
reasonable yet stringent criteria?
- Are the environmental claims vague or
meaningless?
If the answer to any of these questions is
"yes," then you should not consider

positioning the product or service as green.
You can either fix the issue so the answer
becomes "no," or you can mention the
environmental achievement, but not use it as
a positioning strategy. Say you're a retailer
that sells some green products. Instead of
calling yourself a "green retailer," you can
credibly advertise a section in the store
devoted to green products. This is what the
office supply industry has done. None of the
major office supply retailers call themselves
green-because they all offer products that are
not eco-friendly. However, they all have
significant green sections on their websites
and in their catalogs.
Why we should care? Greenwash is so
dangerous because it erodes consumer
confidence and diminishes the value of
legitimate
environmental
successes.
Therefore, scrutiny is essential. However, at
Terrachoice points out: "Scrutiny of
environmental claims will be positive only as
long as it manages to discourage
greenwashing
while
simultaneously
encouraging more and more green product
innovation and commercialization."
What can I do as a small business person?
Position your products and services with
honesty and accuracy, and sell the core
consumer benefits first and foremost. At the
same time, let your customers know about
what you're doing to green your operations.
If they think you're trying to divert them from
the facts, they'll be mad. But in the end, what
you're doing matters to them.

